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Moscow SVO and Vienna prepare for
double-digit traffic growth in S19
In the last issue of The ANKER Report we analysed the expected
capacity growth this summer in Europe and revealed how
quickly (or not) Europe’s top 40 airlines were growing and what
capacity changes might be expected at over 40 European
countries compared with last summer.
In the fortnight since our previous analysis, airlines have made
further modifications to their summer schedules which covers
the period from the end of March to the end of October. As a
result the expected increase in European flights has gone up
from 1.3% to 1.6%, while the expected increase in scheduled
seat capacity has risen from 3.0% to 3.4%. With an on-going
increase in average load factor this still suggests that passenger
numbers across Europe are set to increase by just over 4%.

is driven by Aeroflot’s expansion, FlightGlobal schedules data
also shows significant capacity expansion from Nordwind
Airlines and Pegas Fly. In the case of both Nordwind Airlines
and Pegas Fly schedule data prior to September 2018 appears
to be incomplete, thus overstating the airlines’ growth in S19.
However, Aeroflot’s growth is genuine and probably enough to
drive double-digit passenger growth at the airport this summer.
For Vienna the double-digit growth is mainly driven by three
LCCs; Lauda, LEVEL and Wizz Air. Rival LCCs easyJet and Vueling
are actually cutting capacity in Vienna by 11% and 5%
respectively. Whether all of these carriers (as well as Austrian
Airlines) can be successful and profitable in the Austrian capital
remains to be seen, but history suggests it is unlikely.

Welcome

In this issue we reveal what capacity
changes are currently expected this
summer (April to October) across
Europe’s top 80 airports. While overall
traffic growth is currently forecast to
be in the range of 3% to 4%, some
major airports are hoping for much
higher growth, while others are
preparing for minimal growth or even a
drop in passenger numbers.
We also look at SAS’s hub in Oslo since
2006 and the continued growth of one
of Europe’s more unusual airlines,
Volotea. Plus an update on average
weekly frequency trends at Europe’s Five of Europe’s top 40 airports with reduced capacity
With further schedule changes continuing to take place the
major (U)LCCs.
Also, don’t forget to check out the
EATS airport traffic data for February
and March on our website.
Ralph Anker
ralph@anker-report.com

figures presented here should not be considered definitive but
more of a good indication of the relative growth rates of
Europe’s busiest airports. Analysis of capacity at Europe’s top
40 airports reveals that five airports are currently showing a
reduction in capacity compared with S18, though in three cases
(Copenhagen, Oslo OSL and Stockholm ARN) the reduction is
less than 1%. Paris ORY (down 2%) and Moscow DME (down
over 5%) have seen more significant cuts in seat capacity.
Europe’s two busiest airports this summer, London LHR and
Frankfurt, are both reporting modest capacity increases of
between 1% and 2%. Their nearest rivals, Paris CDG and
Istanbul IST are both preparing capacity growth of around 5%.
With the new Istanbul airport now open it may be that
additional capacity may yet be added at the airport once the
operation has been reliably established.
Among the top 15 airports, two are looking at impressive
double-digit growth. While much of the growth at Moscow SVO
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Milan MXP benefits from Linate closure
In Milan, the need to close Linate for runway and terminal
works for three months (27 July to 27 October) has given an
artificial boost to Malpensa, where all Alitalia flights will be
diverted to. However, even just looking at the period April to
June, Malpensa is showing a 12% increase in capacity thanks
primarily to Air Italy, but also LCCs such as Ryanair, Vueling and
Wizz Air.
Looking at airports ranked 41 to 80 in S19, there is more
variation in growth, as might be expected from slightly smaller
airports. There are nine airports in this group registering double
-digit growth, but also 11 airports where capacity is below the
level of S18.
Growth of more than 15% is currently being shown for Kiev KBP
(+15.4%), Nantes (+24.0%) and Krakow (25.0%). Ryanair is by
far the biggest contributor to growth in the Ukrainian capital,
followed by Qatar Airways, flydubai and Turkish Airlines. In
Nantes four airlines are all
contributing significantly to the continues on page 12
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Domestic routes are key for SAS in Oslo; New York is only year-round
long-haul city, Copenhagen and Heathrow are top European routes
According to Avinor, SAS has increased its annual
passenger count from Oslo every year since 2010 (apart
from a minor dip in 2015). However, because of the
massive 16% drop in demand in 2009, following the
financial crisis, its passenger numbers at the airport in
2018 (10.3 million) were only 7.5% higher than they
were in 2007. The airline’s share of traffic at Oslo Airport
has fallen from 53% in 2005 and 2006 to just 36% in
2018.
Passenger growth at Oslo has been driven since that
time primarily by Norwegian, which overtook SAS as the
airport’s leading carrier in passenger terms in 2015.
Domestic routes dominate ASK rankings
Unusually, SAS’s biggest routes from Oslo as measured
by ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres) in the peak summer
month of August, are dominated by high frequency
domestic routes. Eight of the top 15 routes by this metric
are within Norway. In most western European countries
domestic routes are relatively short, but Norway’s
geography means that Bodø is an 800-kilometre sector
while Harstad/Narvik (960 kilometres), Tromsø (1,120
kilometres), Kirkenes (1,370 kilometres) and Svalbard
(2,020 kilometres) are even longer.
SAS only operates two genuine long-haul routes from
Oslo, a daily year-round service to New York EWR (which
feeds the network of SAS’s Star Alliance partner United
Airlines), and a 2-weekly winter seasonal service to
Miami. It is worth noting that the year-round service to
Gran Canaria is a 4,100-kilometre sector from Oslo.
Apart from New York, SAS’s leading international routes
for ASKs from Oslo in summer are Copenhagen (served
more than 10-daily) and London LHR. The airline’s other
main hub in Stockholm is also served at least 10-daily
but this is only a 390-kilometre sector.
In 2018 domestic routes accounted for 58% of SAS’s
flights from Oslo and also 57% of seats. But they only
represented 38% of the airline’s total ASKs at the airport.
Network recovery after cull of 2009-2010
After a massive cull of routes in 2009 and 2010, the
airline spent the next four years gradually resuming
service on many of them. After dropping nine routes in
2015 the network has been reasonably stable for the last
four years.
Two Danish short-haul sectors to Aalborg (in March
2017) and Aarhus (in April 2018) have been added, along
with some services to Central European cities. This year
will see the resumption of seasonal service to Antalya
(last served in 2013) and Faro (last served in 2014).
However, services to Thessaloniki in Greece (which
operated 12 times in S18) and Visby in Sweden (which
operated in both S17 and S18) are not available in S19.

SAS network developments from Oslo 2006-2019
Year

Non-stop destinations added

Non-stop destinations no longer served

2006

Athens, Chania, Lakselv, Madrid, Naples, Reykjavik KEF, Vienna

2007

London LCY

2008

Bilbao, Bristol, Cagliari, Funchal, Gdansk, Ibiza, Innsbruck, Krakow, Lyon, Malta, Palermo,
Salzburg, Seville, Tenerife TFS, Valencia, Venice VCE, Warsaw WAW

Prague, Vienna

Athens, Bardufoss, Berlin TXL, Bristol, Chania, Ibiza, Lakselv, Lisbon,
Lyon, Malta, Naples, Seville, Valencia,

2009

Bilbao, Cagliari, Funchal, Innsbruck, Krakow, London LCY, Madrid,
Palermo, Palma de Mallorca, Salzburg, Tenerife TFS, Venice, Warsaw

2010

Bardufoss

2011

Dubrovik, Madrid, Moscow SVO, Munich, New York EWR, Palanga, Palma de Mallorca, Split

2012

Alanya-Gazipasa, Antalya, Billund, Faro, Geneva, Helsinki, Prague

Madrid

2013

Athens, Berlin TXL, Budapest, Cagliari, Lisbon, Malta, Palermo, Pristina, Pula, Salzburg,
Santorini, Tenerife TFS, Valencia

Bardufoss, Palanga

2014

Aalborg, Aberdeen, Biarritz, Chania, Edinburgh, Hamburg, Larnaka, Olbia, Pisa, Sochi, Venice
VCE, Vilnius

Antalya, Budapest, Cagliari, Malta, Salzburg, Valencia

2015

Salzburg

Aalborg, Biarritz, Faro, Larnaka, Lisbon, Moscow, Prague, Sochi, Venice

2016

Krakow, Miami, Tallinn

Pristina, Salzburg

2017

Aalborg, Pristina, Salzburg, Visby

2018

Aarhus, Prague, Thessaloniki, Warsaw

Tallinn

2019

Antalya, Faro

Thessaloniki, Visby

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for January 2005 to December 2019.
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Latest European route news (Saturday 30 March to Friday 12 April)
Launched routes
Aeroflot now serves both main Paris airports from its
Moscow SVO base following the launch of daily flights to
Paris ORY on 31 March. No other carrier connects these
two airports. This appears to replace the SkyTeam
carrier’s daily service between Moscow VKO and Paris
ORY. Aeroflot already connects Moscow SVO and Paris
CDG with 5-daily flights, competing with fellow SkyTeam
member Air France’s 4-daily service. In addition, Aigle
Azur connects Paris ORY and Moscow DME with 4weekly flights. Aeroflot also serves Lyon (2-daily) and
Nice (9-weekly) and will launch a fifth French route in
June when Marseille is added to the network.
Another new route between France and Russia was
launched by Aigle Azur on 27 March. The French carrier
began 2-weekly (Thursdays and Sundays) service
between Marseille and Moscow DME using its A320s.
Departing Marseille at 21:30 the flight arrives in the
Russian capital at 02:25 the following morning and
departs Domodedovo at 03:30, returning to Marseille at
06:30. Competition on the city-pair will come from
Aeroflot when it starts its own route to Marseille from
Moscow SVO in June. Aigle Azur began service to
Moscow DME from Paris ORY last summer with 2-

weekly flights, which have been increased to 4-weekly
this summer.
Air Arabia Maroc added four new routes to Europe at
the start of the summer season. From Casablanca the
LCC has started new routes to Lisbon (3-weekly), Pisa (2weekly) and Prague (2-weekly). Of these, only the route
to the Portuguese capital faces direct competition with
Royal Air Maroc flying 2-daily and TAP Portugal daily.
This brings to 16 the number of European destinations
served by the carrier from Casablanca, up from 13 in
S18. With frequency increases on some of the existing
routes the airline’s European capacity from Casablanca
is up 34% this summer compared with S18. Air Arabia
Maroc has also added a new 2-weekly route between
Tangier and Lyon. This means the carrier will serve seven
European destinations from Tangier in S19, the same as
last summer, having dropped flights to Malaga.
However, with frequency increases capacity is up 16%
this summer on the LCC’s European routes from Tangier.

London LGW from Chengdu last July. British Airways
previously linked Heathrow with Chengdu with 3-weekly
flights between September 2013 and January 2017.
Air Europa has decided to break the monopoly enjoyed
by Iberia Express on the 400-kilometre route between
Madrid and Seville by launching 4-daily flights on
Monday 1 April. Spanish carrier Swiftair operates the
route on behalf of Air Europa with Air Europa Express
branding using its 68-seat ATR 72s. As Iberia Express
uses much larger A320s the total capacity increase on
the route is just under 40%, while the number of flights
has doubled. It is worth noting that the AVE high-speed
train connects the two city centres in around two hours
30 minutes with almost 20 trains per day. Having also
recently launched 4-daily flights from Madrid to
Asturias, Air Europa’s domestic network from Madrid
has now reached 14 destinations.
Air France chose the start of the summer season on 31
March to add three new international routes from Paris
CDG. The French national carrier now serves Belgrade
(daily), Dallas/Fort Worth (initially 3-weekly, increasing
to 5-weekly from July) and Tbilisi (2-weekly). Both
Belgrade and the Texas metropolis have been served
before by Air France, with the Serbian capital served
daily between March 2005 and March 2013.
Competition exists on all three routes; Air Serbia (2daily) and ASL Airlines France (2-weekly) compete on
the Belgrade route, American Airlines (2-daily)
competes on the Dallas/Fort Worth route, while
Georgian Airways (2-weekly) also serves the Georgian
capital. In addition, Wizz Air provides indirect
competition on the Belgrade route by offering 4-weekly

Air China has moved its Chengdu to London service from
Gatwick to Heathrow. The 3-weekly service is the
airline’s second route to Heathrow as it already flies 3daily from Beijing. The airline launched services to
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Latest European route news
flights from Paris BVA. This summer Air France will serve
13 US destinations non-stop from its hub at CDG.
Elsewhere, Air France established a 3-weekly link on 2
April between Brest and Amsterdam operated by HOP!
using its CRJ 700s. This raises to 13 the number of French
destinations now served non-stop from the Dutch hub.
Air Italy’s long-haul expansion at Milan MXP continues
apace with the addition of not one, but two US routes.
On 3 April the carrier began 4-weekly service to Los
Angeles while a week later it was the turn of San
Francisco to welcome 4-weekly service. Both routes will
be flown by A330-200s and neither route is currently
flown by any other carrier. Last June Air Italy launched
US flights to New York JFK (in competition with Alitalia,
American Airlines, Delta Air Lines and Emirates) and
Miami (also served by American Airlines), both of which
will again be served this summer. There are two other
US routes from Milan MXP; Delta Air Lines to Atlanta
and United Airlines to New York EWR.

airBaltic has returned to Dublin after a gap of almost
seven years with the launch on 31 March of 4-weekly
flights from Riga using its A220-300s. Competition will be
provided by Ryanair’s 6-weekly service. airBaltic last
served Ireland in August 2012. The carrier has also
launched two other new routes from Riga to Lviv in
Ukraine and Stuttgart in Germany. These will also be
operated 4-weekly and neither faces direct competition.
The Lviv route will be flown using the carrier’s Q400s
and operates at night, departing Riga at 23:50 and
arriving in Ukraine at 01:40 in the morning before
departing Lviv at 04:20 and returning to the Latvian
capital at 06:15. With the addition in May of seasonal
services to Kos and Menorca, airBaltic will be serving 68
destinations from Riga in S19 up from 46 in S16. It will
grow its seat capacity at Riga by some 18% in S19
resulting in it accounting for some 64% of scheduled seat
capacity at the airport in S19, up from 58% in S18.

American Airlines added three new transatlantic routes
to celebrate the start of the summer season. Charlotte is
now connected to Munich, Philadelphia to Edinburgh
and Phoenix to London LHR. All three routes will be
served daily with A330-200s, 757s and 777-200s
respectively. The Munich route will see competition
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from Lufthansa while the Heathrow route is also served
daily by oneworld alliance partner British Airways. Only
the Edinburgh route is not a year-round service. This
summer American Airlines is operating 57 routes
between the US and Europe, three more than in S18.
While nine routes have been added, six have been
dropped (three from Philadelphia, two from New York
JFK and one from Chicago).
A total of six new routes have been launched by British
Airways at the start of the summer schedule, two from
Gatwick and four from Heathrow. However, the two
new Gatwick routes to Almeria and Bilbao have just
been shifted from Heathrow, while one of the Heathrow
routes (to Valencia) has been transferred from Gatwick.
So that really only leaves three new routes from London;
Charleston in South Carolina, Osaka KIX and Pittsburgh.
The latter two were both previously served in the late
90s. The twice-weekly route to Charleston is the first
European route for the US city. Apart from the two new
Spanish routes, British Airways is also adding new routes
from Gatwick this summer to Kos in Greece (starting in
mid-May) and Milan BGY (from 1 September). However,
compared with last summer it has dropped its Gatwick
services to Barcelona, Oakland, Pisa and Valencia
(moved to Heathrow). Despite a modest net gain of
three routes at Heathrow (from 151 to 154) this rather
disguises the fact that British Airways has added 12 new
routes from Europe’s busiest airport and dropped nine.
The other eight new routes launched since last summer
are Bastia (starting in May), Doha (resumed 1 December
2018), Durban (launched October 2018), Islamabad
(resuming in June 2019), Ljubljana (starting July 2019),
Montpellier (resuming July 2019), Moscow SVO
(resumed October 2018) and Preveza (starting May
2019). The nine dropped routes are Almeria (moved to
Gatwick), Asturias, Bilbao (moved to Gatwick), Luanda,
Menorca, Murcia MJV, Muscat (which is scheduled to
resume in W19/20), Tallinn and Tehran IKA.
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easyJet started the summer season by introducing 22
new routes. Of these nine were from its new base in
Nantes, five from Berlin TXL, two from Lyon (to Seville
and Tenerife TFS) and one each from Amsterdam (to
Verona), London LGW (to Jerez), London STN (to Paris
CDG), Nice (to Rennes), Porto (to Malaga) and Toulouse
(to Catania). Other carriers already serve 10 of these
routes with Transavia operating on seven of them and
Volotea and Vueling on three each. Five of the routes
are already served by two airlines. All the new routes will
be served with between two and four weekly
frequencies, with the exception of the new Berlin TXL to
Manchester service, which will be flown 13-weekly.
Among all these new routes is a new destination for
easyJet, Gdansk in Poland. A 3-weekly service from
Berlin TXL began on 2 April. easyJet last served the
Polish city over a decade ago in May 2008 from Belfast
BFS, Bristol and London LGW. The airline’s new base in
Nantes will see easyJet increase capacity at the airport
by 48% in S19 compared with S18 and increase the route
network from 13 to 27. In addition to the nine routes
recently launched, a further five will begin in June.

Edelweiss Air now serves Ohrid (weekly) and Tirana (2weekly) from Zurich. The SWISS subsidiary will operate
A320s on both routes. Germania Flug already serves
Ohrid, also with weekly flights. This summer Edelweiss
Air will be serving over 60 destinations from Zurich with
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Latest European route news
two more new routes to Kalamata in Greece and
Tromsø in Norway set to start later this year.
Ernest Airlines, which was profiled in issue 36 of The
ANKER Report, has added two further routes from Italy
to Albania. Tirana is now served from Genoa (up to 3weekly) and Rome FCO (up to 6-weekly). Blue Panorama
already serves both these markets, while Alitalia offers 3
-daily flights on the Rome route. This summer the
Albanian capital will be served by Ernest Airlines from a
total of 11 Italian airports.
Ethiopian Airlines launched 3-weekly, non-stop service
from Addis Ababa to Istanbul IST on 1 April, a route that
was originally planned to start last November. The
African carrier will use 737-800s on the route and
compete with fellow Star Alliance carrier Turkish
Airlines, which operates a daily service on the 3,680kilometre route. In December Ethiopian Airlines began
non-stop service to Moscow DME, while Brussels, which
was previously only served via an intermediate stop, is
now served non-stop. Conversely, Dublin, which used to
be served non-stop, is now served via Madrid. Capacity
on non-stop flights to Europe is up 15% this summer
compared with S18.

Eurowings began 4-weekly service from Zurich to Palma
de Mallorca on 1 April. The Lufthansa Group carrier will
compete with SWISS (18-weekly), Vueling (5-weekly)
and Germania Flug (4-weekly) on the 1,000-kilometre
route. This is Eurowings’s only new route to Palma de
Mallorca this summer, bringing its route network there
to 22 routes (16 from Germany, four from Austria and
two from Switzerland). Overall, the airline, which is the
second biggest carrier at the airport after Ryanair, has
cut capacity at the airport by 6% in S19 and its share of
total scheduled seat capacity at the Spanish airport has
fallen from 13% in S18 to 12% in S19.
Finnair welcomed two new destinations to its Helsinki
network in the last fortnight with the launch of new
services to Bologna (2-weekly from 10 April) and Los
Angeles (3-weekly from 31 March). The prestigious route
to California has been assigned the airline’s top flight
numbers, AY1 and AY2, and becomes the oneworld
carrier’s fourth US route served in summer after New
York JFK, Chicago (launched in 2015) and San Francisco
(launched in 2017). In addition, Miami is served as a
winter-only destination. The start of service to Bologna
brings to six the number of Italian destinations served by
Finnair this summer. However, last summer’s peak
season routes to Pisa, Rimini and Verona appear to have
been discontinued according to FlightGlobal schedules
data. Neither of the new routes faces direct competition.

Flybe celebrated the start of the summer season with
three new domestic routes, all involving London
airports. On 31 March the carrier converted its 3-daily
Newquay to Gatwick service (flown with 118-seat
E195s) to a 4-daily Newquay to Heathrow service (flown
with 78-seat Q400s). It also launched flights between
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Newquay and London SEN, operated 5-weekly by
Stobart Air’s ATR 72s. Finally, a daily service between
Guernsey and London LHR was launched using Q400s on
the 275-kilometre route. However, overall Flybe’s
domestic capacity across its London airports (it also flies
from London LCY) is virtually unchanged compared with
last summer, after dropping London LCY to Aberdeen
service and its Southend routes to Glasgow and
Manchester. While Heathrow capacity has doubled and
London LCY domestic capacity is up 4%, its Southend
domestic capacity is down almost 70% and Gatwick no
longer has any domestic Flybe flights.
Iberia launched the first of its seven new summer
destinations from Madrid on 31 March when a 3-weekly
Paris XCR service was introduced, using CRJ 1000s
operated by Air Nostrum. The 1,100-kilometre route
complements the airline’s existing Paris routes to Orly
(38-weekly) and CDG (14-weekly). Iberia and its low-cost
subsidiary Iberia Express will serve a total of 11 French
destinations non-stop from Madrid this summer,
including another new route to Bastia, which will begin
in August. However, service to Biarritz, which operated
in S18 is not available in S19. Iberia’s five other new
routes from Madrid this summer are Bergen, Corfu,
Genoa, Verona and Zadar, though these all operate
fewer than 40 times during the summer season. This
summer Iberia will be serving some 130 destinations non
-stop from Madrid. Iberia and Iberia Express (IATA code
I2) combined account for around 41% of scheduled seat
capacity at Spain’s busiest airport, which last year
handled 57.9 million passengers, making it Europe’s sixth
busiest airport.
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significant one. The SkyTeam carrier began 3-weekly
service to Boston using its A330-300s. The route is
already served 2-daily by fellow SkyTeam member Delta
Air Lines. This becomes KLM’s 10th US route with
another, Las Vegas, set to launch in early June. The
airline’s other new routes starting this summer are
Naples and Wroclaw. KLM is now the 15th European
carrier to serve Boston and the only new addition for
S19. Three European carriers that served Boston in S18
are not doing so in S19; Primera Air, Thomas Cook
Airlines and WOW air.
Lauda, the new name for what was previously branded
as Laudamotion, introduced 18 new routes across its
multi-base network at the start of S19; 10 from
Stuttgart, five from Düsseldorf and three from Vienna.
All will be served with between two and four weekly
flights. Eurowings competes directly on two of the five
Düsseldorf routes and on three of the 10 Stuttgart
routes. Of the 18 routes, five are to destinations in Italy,
and three each to airports in Croatia and Greece. France
and Sweden welcome two new routes each, Denmark,
Montenegro and Spain one each. Lauda’s estimated
share of scheduled seat capacity this summer is 8% at
Stuttgart, 6% in Vienna and 5% in Düsseldorf.

March 2019 using its Q400s during the summer season,
but had been using larger Airbus jets during the winter
season.
LOT Polish Airlines launched a new international route
from Krakow on 1 April. Although the vast majority of its
international flights are to and from Warsaw WAW, the
Star Alliance carrier operates a number of international
flights from other Polish airports, mainly to Israel and
Ukraine. The newest route is to Bucharest, a 780kilometre sector that will operate 3-weekly using the
airline’s Q400s. Flights depart Krakow at 20:25 on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, arriving in the
Romanian capital at 23:15. The return flight leaves the
following morning at 06:15, arriving back in the Polish
city at 07:05.

Icelandair, which has just seen its local rival WOW air
cease all operations, began a new 4-weekly service to
Düsseldorf on 11 April. This becomes the airline’s fifth
route to Germany joining Berlin TXL, Frankfurt,
Hamburg and Munich. The 2,220-kilometre route, which
the airline previously flew in S09 and S10, will be served
by the airline’s 757 fleet. WOW air had previously served
the market each summer between S13 and S18. Other
carriers who have linked the two airports since 2004 are
airberlin, germanwings, Lufthansa and LTU.

Jet2.com has started a second route to the replacement
airport at Murcia RMU, this time from Manchester.
Initially operating 2-weekly but increasing to 4-weeky,
the airline will face competition from Ryanair which
already serves the route 6-weekly. Last year, Jet2.com
served Murcia MJV from Edinburgh and Newcastle but
neither of these routes has transferred to the new
airport. However, the airline recently announced that it
will begin service to Murcia RMU from both Birmingham
and London STN but not until May 2020.

LEVEL, the LCC which is part of IAG, has expanded its
presence in Europe by launching operations in
Amsterdam. The reality is that the airline has merely
taken over some of the frequencies on routes already
flown by fellow IAG carrier Vueling from the Dutch
airport. These are to London LTN, Rome FCO and
Vienna. More significantly, LEVEL has added four new
routes from its Vienna base; to Copenhagen (5-weekly),
Genoa (weekly), Hamburg (6-weekly) and Porto (2weeky). Austrian Airlines and Laudamotion both already
serve the Copenhagen route, while Austrian Airlines and
Eurowings are both present on the Hamburg route.
Finally, LEVEL has begun 4-weekly service from
Barcelona to Santiago in Chile operated by OpenSkies.
The 11,130-kilometre route is the longest served nonstop route from Barcelona, breaking the previous record
of 10,905-kilometres for the Singapore route operated
by Singapore Airlines.

Lufthansa has focussed its network expansion at the
start of the summer season on its Munich hub. A total of
nine new routes will launch this summer with the first
three being Osaka KIX (daily from 31 March using A350900s), Strasbourg (5-weekly from 9 April using CRJ 900s)
and Alicante (3-weekly from 12 April competing with
Norwegian and from the beginning of July with Ryanair).

KLM launched just one new route from Amsterdam to
celebrate the start of the summer season, but it was a

Loganair added two routes to its network at the end of
March, one domestic and one international. The Scottish
carrier now connects Edinburgh and Islay in the
Hebrides, initially 4-weekly, increasing to daily before
the end of March. The airline’s 33-seat Saab 340s will
operate the 185-kilometre route, which complements
the airline’s existing 2-daily service from Glasgow.
Speaking of Glasgow, Loganair began a daily service on
the 900-kilometre route to Düsseldorf on Monday 25
March using ERJ-145s. The route was previously flown by
Lufthansa and then germanwings/Eurowings. Eurowings
operated the route 6-weekly or daily until the end of
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The Osaka route has been transferred from the airline’s
hub at Frankfurt. Lufthansa no longer serves five routes
from Munich that it did in S18; Ankara (passed to
SunExpress), Geneva (passed to SWISS), Pisa and Turin,
the last two now exclusively served by Lufthansa
subsidiary Air Dolomiti. That just leaves Santiago de
Compostela in Spain as the only genuinely lost route.
However, the Spanish airport is still served from
Frankfurt.
Norwegian may be focussing more on profitability and
having to cope with the grounding of its Boeing 737 MAX
fleet, but that is not stopping the carrier from launching
additional new routes and even a new base at the start
of the summer season. The ANKER Report has identified
10 routes that could be considered new, although five of
them are existing city-pairs that have changed airports at
one end of the route. So Norwegian now connects
Bilbao with Tenerife TFN rather than Tenerife TFS,
connects Oslo OSL with Murcia RMU rather than Murcia

MJV, connects London LGW with Miami rather than Fort
Lauderdale, connects London LGW with San Francisco
rather than Oakland, and connects Stockholm ARN with
Paris CDG rather than Paris ORY. The five ‘proper’ new
routes are Billund to Malaga (4-weekly), Dublin to
Hamilton in Canada (4-weekly), Helsinki to Pisa
(weekly), London LGW to Rio de Janeiro (3-weekly) and
Rome FCO to Boston (4-weekly). Hamilton, Miami,
Murcia RMU and Rio de Janeiro are new destinations for
Norwegian. Norwegian faces direct competition on four
of the new routes, with the Stockholm to Paris service
(served 12-weekly) facing the most competition with
both Air France (23-weekly) and SAS (18-weekly) already
connecting the two airports. The last transatlantic flights
to serve Hamilton in Canada were operated by
FlyGlobespan from Belfast BFS and Dublin in September
2009.
Royal Air Maroc added two new destinations to its
European network at the beginning of April with the
launch of services from Casablanca to Athens (2-weekly
from 4 April) and Vienna (2-weekly from 1 April). Neither
route faces direct competition. The 2,890-kilometre
Athens route will be flown using the airline’s E190s while
the 2,600-kilometre Vienna route will be served by a mix
of 737-800s and E190s. The carrier, which hopes to
become a full member of the oneworld alliance by the
end of 2020, is increasing capacity on European routes
from Casablanca by an estimated 8% in S19. While
Athens and Vienna are new additions to the network,
service to Naples has been dropped.
While all the other airlines combined managed to launch
just over 200 routes involving European airports in the
first fortnight of the summer 2019 season, Ryanair alone
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launched 155 new routes (including a few route
resumptions) in the two weeks up to 12 April. These
routes involved 115 different airports in its network,
including seven that were not served in S18. Services to
Bilbao and Kos were resumed, while five airports are
now served for the first time by the Irish ULCC; ClujNapoca in Romania, Exeter in the UK, Kosice in Slovakia,
London SEN in the UK, and Tetouan in Morocco. New
bases were opened at Bordeaux and London SEN with
Ryanair taking over and expanding the Lauda base at
Berlin TXL. The airports welcoming the most new
Ryanair routes in the last fortnight are Berlin TXL (18),
Bordeaux and London SEN (14 each), Malta and Prague
(11 each), Krakow (10), Marseille (nine), Manchester
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and Zadar (eight each) and Naples (seven). The average
weekly frequency of the new routes is 2.8 flights per
week. Eight routes have launched with at least daily
service with Dublin to London SEN having 2-daily flights
and London STN to Venice VCE operating 19-weekly.
These new routes will generate 872 weekly departures
from the 310 airports involved in the 155 routes. The
leading countries for weekly departures from these new
routes are the UK (141 – so much for Brexit concerns),
Italy (123), Germany (92), France (89) and Spain (85). A
total of 33 countries welcomed new Ryanair routes. Of
the 155 new routes, Ryanair will be the sole carrier on
98 of them this summer. Routes on which Ryanair will
be competing with at least three other carriers include;
Berlin TXL to Heraklion, Manchester to Marrakech and
Thessaloniki, Milan MXP to Madrid, Prague to
Copenhagen, Rome FCO to Rhodes, and Thessaloniki to
Tel Aviv. The last of these will be served by a total of
seven airlines this summer according to FlightGlobal
schedules data.

SAS added seven new routes to its Scandinavian network
in the first few days of April. Copenhagen was the main
beneficiary with three new routes to Florence (3-weekly
from 11 April competing with Vueling), London STN (5weekly from 8 April competing directly with Ryanair) and
Szczecin in Poland (5-weekly operated by Regional Jet
OU). From Aarhus in Denmark SAS has also added a
weekly service to Faro and a 3-weekly service to
Manchester (operated by CityJet). In Sweden, SAS now
links Stockholm to Catania (weekly from 6 April
competing with Norwegian) and Gothenburg to Faro
(also weekly).

SWISS launched just a single new route from Zurich at
the beginning of S19, to Gdansk in Poland. The 1,040kilometre route will be flown 4-weekly (Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays) by the Star Alliance
carrier using its A220s. No other carrier connects the two
airports. SWISS now serves three destinations in Poland
as it already serves Warsaw WAW and Krakow.

Another Star Alliance carrier, TAP Portugal, commenced
service on three new routes from its Lisbon base, all on
31 March. The Portuguese flag-carrier began 2-daily
service to both Basel and Dublin using A319s, and daily
flights to Tel Aviv using its larger A321s. All three routes
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are already served by other carriers; easyJet serves
Basel daily, Aer Lingus and Ryanair both serve the Irish
capital with up to 2-daily service, while El Al operates 5weekly to Tel Aviv. TAP Portugal is launching a further
five new routes from Lisbon this summer; US routes to
Chicago, San Francisco and Washington, as well as
European routes to Naples and Tenerife TFS.
TAROM has launched additional new international
routes from Bucharest after beginning service to Odessa
and Tbilisi at the end of October 2018. The two new
routes are to Cairo (2-weekly using 737-300s) and
Yerevan in Armenia (2-weekly using A318s) with both
beginning on 3 April. Neither route is served by any
other carrier and all frequencies operate during the
night, departing the Romanian capital after midnight and
arriving back before 07:00. Thanks to these new routes
TAROM’s share of Bucharest seat capacity has increased
from 20% in S18 to 21% in S19.

Tibet Airlines has become the latest Chinese airline to
start serving Europe. On 8 April the carrier launched its
first weekly (Monday) service from Jinan to Helsinki with
a second weekly service (Thursdays) set to be added
from 9 May. The carrier, which is owned by Air China,
will use A330s the route. Finnair already links Helsinki to
six destinations in China (Beijing, Chongqing,
Guangzhou, Nanjing, Shanghai and Xi’an), while
Juneyao Airlines will provide competition on the
Shanghai route from 28 June.

The Dutch part of Transavia (IATA code HV) has begun
five new routes from its Rotterdam base to destinations
in Croatia, Greece, Italy and Morocco. Between 1 April
and 3 April, the LCC began 2-weekly service to Brindisi,
Corfu, Kos, Tangier and Zadar. This raises to 32 the
number of destinations served by the carrier from
Rotterdam during S19 with an additional new route to
Nice beginning in July to make it 33 routes. New yearround services to Lanzarote and Nador began at the
beginning of November 2018. However, Budapest and
Venice VCE services have been dropped for S19. This
summer Transavia accounts for some 84% of scheduled
seat capacity at Rotterdam, up from 82% in S18.
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The French part of Transavia (IATA code TO) has
focussed its expansion on Nantes, with the launch of six
new routes from the French city to destinations in
Denmark, Hungary, Greece, Italy and Tunisia. The new
routes are to Budapest (2-weekly), Copenhagen (2weekly competing with easyJet), Mykonos (weekly),
Palermo (2-weekly competing with Volotea), Santorini
(2-weekly competing with Volotea) and Tunis (2weekly). With Tel Aviv service having begun last
November and a further new route to Oran in Algeria
starting in June, Transavia will be serving 25 destinations
from Nantes this summer, making it the third biggest
carrier at the airport in S19 after easyJet and Volotea.

For Turkish Airlines it was a busy fortnight as the airline
finally transferred all its operations from Istanbul
Ataturk to the new Istanbul Airport on 6 April. However,
that did not stop it from launching a new route to
Sharjah in the UAE, a destination it will serve daily from
18 April. Elsewhere on the airline’s network it also began
service between Ankara and Baghdad (increasing to
daily from 1 May) competing with Iraqi Airways. Turkish
Airlines has also used a reduction in domestic flights
between Antalya and Ankara to launch 13 new
international routes from Antalya; Baghdad (5-weekly),
Baku (3-weekly), Beirut (4-weekly), Berlin TXL (2weekly), Düsseldorf (weekly), Ercan (4-weekly), Jeddah
(2-weekly), London LGW (daily), Munich (2-weekly),
Riyadh (weekly), St. Petersburg (daily), Stuttgart (2weekly) and Tel Aviv (5-weekly). With the exception of
the two destinations in Saudi Arabia all these routes are
already served by other carriers.
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Twinjet began 3-weekly service between Strasbourg and
Milan MXP on 9 April. The 330-kilometre route will be
flown by the airline’s 19-seat Beech 1900D aircraft every
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. The two cities were
last connected by air in October 2008 by Alitalia
according to FlightGlobal schedules data.
United Airlines has joined KLM in connecting San
Francisco with Amsterdam. The Star Alliance carrier will
operate the 8,800-kilometre route daily during the
summer season, competing with the SkyTeam carrier’s
12-weekly offering. For United the Dutch city becomes
its sixth non-stop route to Europe from San Francisco,
joining Frankfurt, London LHR, Munich, Paris CDG and
Zurich. The US carrier already serves Amsterdam daily
from its hubs at Chicago ORD, Houston IAH, New York
EWR and Washington IAD. This new Amsterdam service
is the first of four new transatlantic routes being
launched by United this summer, the others being
Denver-Frankfurt, Newark-Naples and Newark-Prague.
It has dropped only one transatlantic route since last
summer, Newark-Hamburg.

Virgin Atlantic has transferred its daily London to Las
Vegas service from Gatwick to Heathrow. It will now
compete directly with British Airways’s daily service.
Virgin Atlantic now serves 10 US destinations non-stop
from Heathrow, six of them daily, three of them 2-daily
and one, New York JFK, 6-daily.
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Volotea began operating on 10 new city-pairs at the
start of the S19 season. Eight of the routes were
international routes involving French airports while the
other two were an Italian domestic route (PalermoPescara) and a Spanish domestic route (Bilbao-A
Coruna). All routes will be flown either weekly or 2weekly during the summer season. The eight routes
involving French airports are: Bordeaux to Vienna, Brest
to Palma de Mallorca, Caen to Palma de Mallorca, Lyon
to Prague and Valencia, Marseille to Cagliari and
Luxembourg, and Nantes to Tangier. The only route
already served by another carrier is Lyon to Prague
where HOP! operates a daily flight. Tangier in Morocco
becomes Volotea’s first African destination and is one of
five new airports for Volotea in S19, the others being A
Coruna, Murcia RMU, Porto and Rijeka. For more on
Volotea’s evolution and current network see page 10.

Alicante to Asturias (competing with Volotea), Alicante
to Gran Canaria, Alicante to London LGW (competing
with British Airways, easyJet, Norwegian, Ryanair and
TUI Airways!), Asturias to Gran Canaria, and Malaga to
A Coruna.
Wizz Air which has already launched 13 routes in 2019
before the start of the summer season, has so far
announced plans to add around 70 new routes during
the S19 season. However, over 50 of these will begin
between the start of May and the end of September. As
a result, the ULCC is adding just 13 new routes in the first
two weeks of the summer season. These are spread
across six of the airline’s Central European bases:
Bucharest to Castellon and Memmingen; Budapest to
London LGW (competing with easyJet) and Oslo OSL
(competing with Norwegian); Cluj-Napoca to London
LGW; Debrecen to Larnaka, Malta and Palma de
Mallorca; Gdansk to Bremen, Kutaisi and Oslo OSL
(competing with Norwegian and SAS); Krakow to Kiev
IEV and London LTN (competing with easyJet). The
Luton route will be served 2-daily while both Gatwick
routes will be served daily, as will the Gdansk-Oslo
sector. Among these routes are three new airports for
Wizz Air; Castellon in Spain, Krakow (a new base for
Wizz Air starting in May) and Oslo OSL.

Vueling has been busy adding some 20 new routes in the
first two weeks of the summer season. Of these, 11 are
Spanish domestic routes and seven are international
routes involving Spanish airports. Other carriers already
offer service on 10 of the 20 routes. Paris CDG welcomes
five new routes (to Alicante, Copenhagen, Menorca,
Palma de Mallorca and Porto) though four of these have
just been transferred from Paris ORY. Valencia also
welcomes five new Vueling routes to Catania,
Fuerteventura, Gran Canaria, Lisbon and Tenerife TFN.
Vueling has also transferred routes from A Coruna,
Alicante, Granada and Zaragoza to Tenerife TFN, from
Tenerife TFS. The remaining, completely new routes are
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Volotea serving over 80 airports in S19 with fleet of over 30 aircraft;
Italy and France are leading markets; five new airports served in S19
Volotea, which recently celebrated its seventh birthday,
ranks as Europe’s 33rd biggest airline as measured by
departing seats from European airports in S19 (up from
35th in S18). The airline connects medium and small
cities in and around the Mediterranean, focusing on
airports in France, Greece, Italy and Spain.
Over 30 aircraft split between A319s and 717s
According to planespotters.net the airline’s fleet
currently stands at 31 aircraft; 14 150/156-seat A319s
and 17 125-seat 717s. These are spread across the
airline’s 13 bases, which it defines on its on-line route
map as Asturias, Athens, Bilbao, Bordeaux, Cagliari,
Genoa, Marseille, Nantes, Palermo, Strasbourg,
Toulouse, Venice VCE and Verona.
Annual capacity growth has always been double-digit but
the airline has managed to avoid growing too quickly, as
can be seen in the graph. What this also shows is the
airline’s extreme seasonality. With a mature fleet,
Volotea focusses on only operating routes when they
can make money, which, given the area it operates in
and the focus on leisure passengers, means the summer.
This summer (April to October) the number of flights is
up 11% compared with last summer, seat capacity is up
14% and ASKs are up 12%. The average number of seats
per flight has increased from 137 to 140, highlighting the
increased use of the Airbus fleet and the gradual phasing
out of the 717 fleet. Average sector length is down from
870 kilometres to 855.
Looking at a week in the peak month of August,
Volotea’s network has seen a net increase of 23 routes
from 278 in August 2018 to 301 in August 2019. The
difference is explained by the introduction of 37 new
routes and the suspension of flights on 14 routes.
Five new airports in S19
This summer Volotea will serve 82 airports with
scheduled services, which is just one more than in S18.
However, this disguises the fact that the airline has
stopped serving four airports (Funchal, Tirana, Toulon
and Pau) but started service to five new airports; A
Coruna in Spain (served from Bilbao), Murcia RMU in
Spain (served from Asturias), Porto in Portugal (served
from Bilbao), Rijeka in Croatia (served from Marseille)
and Tangier in Morocco (served from Nantes). Tangier
becomes the airline’s first destination outside of Europe.
The airline serves no airports in the UK with scheduled
services, has just one route to Ireland (Verona to Cork),
no routes to Scandinavia and serves only Croatia (four
airports) and the Czech Republic (Prague from seven
airports) in Central Europe.
Of the airline’s top 15 airports for seat capacity in S19,
eight are in Italy, five are in France and two are in
Greece. Of these the fastest-growing are Athens (+44%),
Caglairi (+43%) and Strasbourg (+22%). Three of the top
15 airports have seen a small reduction in seat capacity,
namely Catania (down 1%), Ajaccio (down 5%) and
Venice VCE (down 11%).
At Volotea’s top five airports, its share of scheduled seat
capacity is 23% in Verona, 14% in Nantes, 9% in
Bordeaux, 8% in Naples and 7% in Venice VCE. The
airline’s network philosophy is not about dominating at a
particular airport, but rather finding underserved
markets from many airports.
Average of three flights per week on routes
While the airline’s average weekly frequency across its
network of 301 routes is just over three flights per week,
two-thirds of all routes (205) operate only weekly or 2weekly. This summer, 33 routes are served at least daily,
up from 27 in S18. Three routes are served 3-daily;
Athens to both Mykonos and Santorini (competing with
Olympic Air and Sky Express on both routes and Ryanair
on the latter), and Verona to Catania (competing with
Alitalia’s daily service in the summer peak).
The start of the summer season has seen the airline
launch 10 of its new routes (see page 9) with the
remaining 27 new routes launching between mid-April
and mid-June. The airports which will welcome the most
new Volotea routes this summer are Cagliari with five,
followed by Bilbao, Genoa, Lyon and Marseille all with
four. In total, 41 airports will be able to celebrate a new
service with Volotea in S19.
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Vueling leads average weekly frequency list among Europe’s (U)LCCs
Analysis of average weekly frequency trends during the
summer season among Europe’s nine major (U)LCCs
shows no dramatic changes in S19 compared with S18.
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Some have increased slightly, some have decreased
slightly with Vueling’s lead over easyJet being extended
compared with S18, as the IAG LCC this summer will
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average eight flights per week across its network. At the
other end of the rankings, Volotea is still averaging just
three flights per week across its summer network.
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continued from page 1 airport’s growth in S19; Air

France, easyJet, Ryanair and
Transavia. In Krakow the growth is split quite evenly
between well-established Ryanair and Wizz Air, which
has finally made the Polish airport a base, starting in
May.
Berlin SXF and Reykjavik KEF see biggest drops

Both easyJet and Ryanair have shifted capacity from
Berlin SXF to Berlin TXL resulting in a double-digit
capacity reduction at Schönefeld. However, the biggest
drop in capacity among the top 80 European airports
looks set to be at Reykjavik KEF, where the recent
collapse of WOW air is likely to see scheduled capacity
drop by over 25%. This figure would be even higher if
Icelandair were not increasing its own capacity at the
airport by some 14%.
New carriers at Europe’s top 30 airports identified
The ANKER Report has used FlightGlobal schedules data
to identify new carriers this summer at Europe’s top 30
airports (based on passenger numbers in 2018). The
comparison is with last summer, so some of the new
carriers may have actually started their services during
the W18/19 period from November 2018 to March 2019.
Although FlyBosnia appears in schedule data this
summer, the new Sarajevo-based carrier has not yet
begun scheduled operations and so the carrier is not
included in the table below. In the case of Milan MXP
airlines which are temporarily diverting their flights to
Malpensa while Milan LIN undergoes runway and

terminal works are not included. Of the top 30 airports
in Europe it seems only Zurich is not going to be
welcoming any new carriers this summer. However,

Barcelona will be welcoming eight airlines in S19 that it
did not serve in S18, including three operating long-haul
flights; Aeromexico, Etihad Airways and WestJet.

Airport

New airlines in S19 compared with S18 (routes served)

London LHR (1)

Shenzhen Airlines (Shenzhen)

Paris CDG (4)

Aigle Azur (Algiers), Air Senegal (Dakar), Atlantic Airways (Vagar), Xiamen Airlines (Fuzhou)

Amsterdam (1)

LEVEL (Various)

Frankfurt (1)

Corendon Airlines (Antalya, Gazipasa-Alanya, Izmir)

Istanbul IST (5)

China Southern Airlines (Beijing), Ethiopian Airlines (Addis Ababa), IndiGo (Delhi), Nouvelair (Tunis), Sichuan Airlines (Chengdu)

Madrid (3)

Air Serbia (Belgrade), Lauda (Vienna), TUI fly Belgium (Casablanca, Nador)

Barcelona (8)

Aeromexico (Mexico City), Air Serbia (Belgrade), Condor (Düsseldorf), Etihad Airways (Abu Dhabi), Lauda (Vienna), SkyUp Airlines (Kiev IEV), TUI fly
Deutschland (Cologne Bonn, Frankfurt), WestJet (Toronto)

Munich (2)

Avianca (Bogota), Iraqi Airways (Baghdad)

London LGW (2)

Air Moldova (Chisinau), China Eastern Airlines (Shanghai)

Moscow SVO (4)

Belavia (Minsk), British Airways (London LHR), Brussels Airlines (Brussels), Vietnam Airlines (Hanoi)

Rome FCO (4)

Kenya Airways (Nairobi), Lauda (Vienna), LEVEL (Amsterdam), Sichuan Airlines (Chengdu)

Istanbul SAW (2)

Kuwait Airways (Kuwait), Salam Air (Muscat)

Paris ORY (1)

Chalair (Agen, Limoges)

Antalya (1)

SAS (Oslo)

Dublin (5)

Aeroflot (Moscow SVO), airBaltic (Riga), Lauda (Vienna), SunExpress (Izmir), TAP Portugal (Lisbon)

Zurich (0)

-

Copenhagen (5)

Air Europa (Madrid), Lauda (Düsseldorf, Stuttgart, Vienna), LEVEL (Vienna), Sichuan Airlines (Chengdu), Transavia France (Nantes)

Moscow DME (2)

Ethiopian Airlines (Addis Ababa), Oman Air (Muscat)

Palma de Mallorca (2)

Aeroflot (Moscow SVO), Corendon Airlines Europe (Cologne Bonn)

Lisbon (2)

Air Arabia Maroc (Casablanca), Qatar Airways (Doha)

Manchester (2)

El Al (Tel Aviv), Jet Airways (Mumbai - service currently suspended)

Oslo (3)

Hainan Airlines (Beijing), Loganair (Aberdeen), Wizz Air (Budapest, Gdansk, Krakow, London LTN)

London STN (3)

Albawings (Tirana), Lauda (Vienna), SAS (Copenhagen)

Vienna (6)

Air Arabia Maroc (Marrakech), Air Canada (Toronto), All Nippon Airways (Tokyo HND), China Southern Airlines (Urumqi), Hainan Airlines (Shenzhen),
Royal Air Maroc (Casablanca)

Stockholm ARN (1)

Air Europa (Madrid)

Brussels BRU (2)

Ethiopian Airlines (Addis Ababa), Loganair (Newcastle)

Milan MXP (1)

Kuwait Airways (Kuwait City)

Düsseldorf (4)

Albawings (Tirana), Icelandair (Reykjavik), Loganair (Glasgow), Orange2Fly (Pristina)

Athens (4)

Air Europa (Madrid), Oman Air (Muscat), Royal Air Maroc (Casablanca), Saudi Arabian Airlines (Riyadh)

Berlin TXL (2)

Air Malta (Malta), American Airlines (Philadelphia)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for May to September 2019 and May to September 2018.
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